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Wringing the most out of an Arts degree:

Using e-portfolios to engage students in 
thinking about graduate attributes
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First year Asian Studies 
Graduate Attributes project

Short assignments (20%)

Two components of this task: 

1) Regular short comments on the week’s topic or reading, to be 
submitted electronically. (10%)

2) A series of short reflective pieces of writing which bring together 
th t t f th it d th U i it ’ i kill dthe contents of the unit and the University’s generic skills and 
attributes. (10%)

First year Asian Studies 
Graduate Attributes project
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Instructions to students (abridged)

Each student at the University of Tasmania is expected to graduate with a set ofEach student at the University of Tasmania is expected to graduate with a set of 
skills (called generic skills) and also to have achieved a level of competency in the  
graduate attributes:

(UTAS List of Graduate Attributes)

In HMA101 students can develop these attributes through:

(List of how GA are specifically met in HMA101)

There are also some intended learning outcomes which students whoThere are also some intended learning outcomes which students who 
successfully complete HMA101 are expected to have:

(List of HMA101 Learning Outcomes)

The reflection task requires you to think about how you are achieving these 
attributes and learning outcomes. You will be required to write 300 words for each 
entry (5% each = 10% total).                     Due Week 4 and Week 12

• How many attributes are UTAS  graduates expected to 
have developed?

Quiz

have developed?

• What are they?
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• Knowledge 

UTAS graduate attributes

g
• Communication skills 
• Problem-solving skills 
• Global perspective 
• Social responsibility 

Importance of graduate attributes

Photo: http://www.utas.edu.au/graduation/information-for-graduands2/academic-dress 
retrieved 18/11/10
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Wh t d A tWhat do Arts 
students think?

Inside door, 
women’s toilets
1st cubicle, 3rd Floor
Social Science Building
Sandy Bay campus, 18/11/10
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First year Asian Studies 
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Motivating questions for our project:

Are first year students capable of grappling with the idea of 
graduate attributes?

If so, how can graduate attributes be ‘made real’ to 
students (especially when graduation seem along time 

Motivating questions for our project:

away)?

First year Asian Studies 
Graduate Attributes project

What I did:

• Made it assessable – marks indicate value to students

• Kept it low stakes – to reduce stress and anxiety over 
performance of an unfamiliar task

What I did:

• Did not dictate form or structure – kept it open

• Aimed to provide practical and encouraging feedback, 
though a simple rubric and a personal note on each entry
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Outcomes:Outcomes:

Interesting, varied and thoughtful  responses from 
students including:

problems with study habits

difficulties with some of the key concepts

plans on how to improve study

fears and concerns

questions about uni and life in general

worries about the future

successes

First year Asian Studies 
Graduate Attributes project

Problems encountered:Problems encountered:

Problems with administration

registering student accounts was done manually

students unfamiliar with new system

tutors unfamiliar with new system

teething problems with PP managementteething problems with PP management

Pebblepad limitations

difficulties with managing gateways

lack of useful PP documentation

PP appearance a bit ‘teletubby’
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Was the trial a success?Was the trial a success?

Student evaluation forms indicate that some students 
appreciated this ‘unusual task’ and a small number of 
others saw it as ‘just another thing to do’

Verbal feedback from over a dozen students was that 
the whole exercise enabled them to keep perspective  
- once the pressure of assessment started to mount 
they could use the PP work to see how much they 
had progressed

First year Asian Studies 
Graduate Attributes project

Where to from here?Where to from here?

http://www.utas.edu.au/graduation/information-for-graduands2/graduation-checklist Retrieved 18/11/10


